
Thank you to everyone that took part in Keys of the Cross. 

Unfortunately no one came forward with the correct answers, so 
here is the final solution to help put your mind at rest.
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The riddle: There are 6 parts, with the first and last being bookends 
to help you understand what you are looking for. The middle 4 verses 
are clues to four points where you create two lines from.

Start: how to solve 
Across the land under darkening skies,
Two shadows in race to uncover a prize,
Two lines running across the country.

From ages long gone to the future unknown,
From ancient/medieval sites to a science/space related site.

A path leads the way from above it is shown.
Find the lines using a map such as Google Earth.
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Point 1. Lincoln (Cathedral central tower)
Avalon towers historical walls,
Hugh de Burgundy of ‘Avalon’ (Bishop of Lincoln that owned
Banbury’s land) - Lincoln Cathedral’s ‘towers’ and ‘walls’.

Casting their shade on Great Pyramid falls,
Lincoln Cathedral - first structure taller than the ‘Great Pyramid’...

Two eyes to watch over a jubilee crown,
..its two rose windows are called Bishop’s Eye and Dean’s Eye. 
A carving of the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee crown is set in stone high 
up above the entrance.

Drawn to its summit your sight looking down.
Draw a line down from the cathedral’s highest point.

Point 2. Stonehenge (Stone Circle, Wiltshire)
Windswept and barren yet magically wild,
The magic of Stonehenge on the barren plains of ‘wil’d ‘Wil’tshire.

Footsteps laid down from above the sun smiled,
‘Foot’ = Stonehenge’s Heel Stone. ‘from above’ = line from the north 
(Lincoln), the sun structure looking like a ‘smile’ from above.

Resting its rays on the rough ragged stone,
Place end of the line on the Heel Stone, or the centre of the circle, it 
makes no difference...

Another great shadow now looks for its home.
...this is now complete, look for the other line.
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Stratford-upon Avon Stratford, Olympic Park

Point 3. Shakespeare (Statue, Stratford-upon-Avon)
Sat by the banks of man’s innermost seas,
Banks = a river, Avon, ‘man’made = a canal, Oxford Canal;
both waters near the centre of the country.

Surrounded by ghosts in the shade of oak trees,
Statues of Shakespeare and his characters Prince Hal, Lady McBeth, 
Hamlet and Falstaff, in a park of oak trees. A tree is on the Warwickshire 
coat of arms, a sprig of oak on Stratford-upon-Avon’s.

Playful with nature the kings and the queens,
Playful = ‘play’right & play park/garden, where the statues stand.
Shakespeare’s plays involved kings and queens.

Now on straight forward and mirror the scenes.
...‘straight forward’ = ‘Strat-ford’. Hamlet quote: ‘Hold a mirror up to 
nature’ = ‘Mirror the scenes’ (scenes = of a play) & reflect or look for the 
same place which is Stratford...

Point 4. Orbit (Sculpture, Olympic Park, Stratford, London)
Eastern view rising its limits no end,
‘East/end’ = east of country and east end. ‘Rising’ = UK’s tallest sculp-
ture. ‘Limits no end’ = Olympic records, circular, never ending orbit.

Cycles in sync as the curvatures bend,
Cycles in sync = time, orbit, Olympic rings. Curving orbit of Earth.

Mills of the city the churning of time,
Is on City Mill (churning) River in the city of London.

Standing aloft in its metallic prime.
It is pretty much on the Prime Meridian and made of metal.



End: What to look for at ‘X’ crossing 
Now that you’ve made it your journey must flow,
‘made it’ = drawn the cross/X. Journey must flow = your location is 
found along a waterway...

Meet in the middle in turn you must go,
...where the lines meet in the middle, there’s a series of locks (canal).
You open these locks by turning them.

I grant you the key it’s your treasure to keep,
‘grant’ = Grant’s Lock, ‘keep’ = lock keeper’s cottage. You have the ‘Key to 
the Cross’ lines, so need a lock to use it on. The lock no. is 30.
This is the answer, LOCK 30.

Away from reflection no need to think deep.
Not near the reflective/deep water, to keep searchers safe.
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